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Abstract: This paper focuses on the atmospheric dust transport effect on the changes in chlorophyll-A
concentration in the Black Sea surface layer. In order to assess the input of nutrients with atmospheric
precipitations at the Crimean coast of the Black Sea, the collected samples were analyzed for the
content of inorganic nitrogen, phosphates, and silicon. The samples were taken into a wet-only
sampler and into a permanently open one, to assess the effect of dust on the nutrients concentration
in dry depositions. Cases of multi-fold excess of the nutrients content in the open sampler collected
precipitation over that in the wet-only sampler were identified. For such high concentration cases,
the 7-day back-trajectories analyses was carried out using the model of the international network
AERONET and the HYSPLIT model. The results of our research showed that the influx of nutrients
with the atmospheric depositions can result in increasing of chlorophyll-A concentration in 11–36% in
the surface layer of the Black Sea. After atmospheric depositions, concentration of phosphates in the
surface layer can increase more than five times compared with the background concentration. The
increase of silicon concentration can reach 30%. The influx of atmospheric precipitation containing
significant amounts of nutrients into the bay can shifts the Redfield ratio compared with background
value up to three times.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important aspects of rational nature management is the study of the
state of the sea and ocean ecosystems [1]. North African deserts are an important source
of mineral dust in the atmosphere [2]. This dust can be transported over thousands of
kilometers to other continents and after deposition can affect oceanic and land biogeo-
chemical cycles, even in very remote places. For example, the transport and subsequent
deposition of African dust into the Amazon basin provide nutrients that make a significant
contribution to the productivity of rainforests [3]. Recent decades have shown an increase
in the frequency of dusty rains, including in northeastern Spain.

Guo et al. [4] noted that the intake of gases and suspended matter from the atmosphere
associated with the air masses from the Sahara is an important source of nutrients for the
Mediterranean Sea. The authors’ studies show that even sporadic precipitation of this kind
can affect the biological community (its diversity, activity, and quantity) over a certain
period of time, and thus regulate the function of the microbial community and the carbon
cycle in oligotrophic waters.

In [5], articles were collected by different authors dedicated to the impact of dust from
the Sahara on the ecosystem of the eastern Mediterranean. The deposition of atmospheric
dust contributes to the input of macronutrients, such as phosphorus [6–8], nitrogen [9–11],
iron [12,13], and silicon [14] to the surface waters of the seas and oceans. Ridame and
Guieu [6] argued that additional inorganic phosphorus input can reach up to 15% of “new”
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production and up to 14% of the total primary production in the upper mixed layer. Such
input of phosphorus can contribute to the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, which, in turn,
can intensify the “new” primary production. In [15], the authors determined the effect of
the input of phosphates with dust in the Mediterranean Sea. Their research results showed
that primary production increased on average by 6–10%. However, the strongest influence
was observed in the summer when the sea was in its most oligotrophic state: during the
summer stratification, it increased up to 30% for several months. Richon et al. argued that
the effect of dust aerosols may be more significant in case of extreme precipitations. The
paper also showed that nitrogen input, mainly associated with combustion processes, also
has a great impact on the biological processes all over the sea.

Silicon is one of the largest components of soil mineral aerosol. In recent decades,
vigorous human activity has affected the natural cycle of silicon and its entry into the
ocean [16–18]. In the coastal surface waters, this is especially distinct in changes in the
concentrations of silicon, nitrogen, and phosphorus [19]. As a result, the stoichiometry of
nutrients in the Black Sea has also changed: the Si:N ratio on the Danube shelf, for example,
decreased tenfold [20], which created unfavorable conditions for the development of
diatoms. Tŕeguer [21] believed that about 10 Tmol (280 Tg) of suspended Si reaches the
ocean surface due to the transport of aeolian dust, of which about 5–10% dissolve in the
seawater, according to their rough estimates. Thus, transport of soil dust to the atmosphere
is an effective way of redistributing Si in the environment. Taking into account the lack of
silicon in the Black Sea, the atmospheric input of this nutrient with dust and atmospheric
precipitation may have a positive effect on the development of phytoplankton.

According to [22], the relationship between annual chlorophyll-A cycles and dust
deposition could account for, on average, 11.5% of chlorophyll variability in most of the
Mediterranean. At the same time, the eight-year analysis (2000–2007) of the SeaWIFS and
BSC-DREAM8b model shows that the deposition of mineral dust from dust sources in
the deserts of North Africa and the Middle East correlates well with the concentration
of chlorophyll-A in large areas of the Mediterranean Sea. For example, [23] showed that
mixed Saharan dust events can be especially powerful during the period of stratification.
A positive correlation between dust deposition and chlorophyll-A concentration has been
found in large parts of the Mediterranean Sea with a clear gradient of decreasing correlation
coefficient from south to north [24]. The chlorophyll concentration increased drastically
after significant dust deposition events with concentration peaks between days 1 and 6
after the event; the chlorophyll growth ranged from 13% to 345% in different cases.

The study [22] considered weekly data (2000–2007) on chlorophyll concentration
obtained from the satellite observations by SeaWiFS, and dust deposition data obtained
using the BSC-DREAM8b model. The data were examined for the entire Mediterranean
basin to describe the geographic distribution and dynamics of both variables and to find the
potential relationships between them. The results indicated that the central Mediterranean
had the highest chlorophyll-A sensitivity to mineral dust deposition, with an annual
contribution of seasonal variability, and stimulation from major events. These results
highlight the importance of African and Middle Eastern dust deposition in the potential
stimulation of phytoplankton production in the nutrient-depleted surface layers of the
Mediterranean.

In recent years, the Black Sea has shown a tendency to an increase in the role of
coccolithophorids in the formation of the biomass of communities [25]. Coccolithophorids
produce half of CaCO3 in the ocean [26], so additional input of phosphates with dust
aerosol can largely affect the biological characteristics of the surface layer of the Black Sea.

Thus, most of the previous studies of the Saharan dust impact on phytoplankton have
been limited to a few specific areas of the Mediterranean. In recent years, a number of
papers about registration of the dust aerosols in the Arctic region have also been pub-
lished [27–29]. However, such aspect for the Black Sea has been insufficiently explored, the
first estimates are provided in [30].
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The purpose of this research is to identify patterns and features of the Saharan and
Syrian dust deposition and determination of the dynamics and distribution of surface
chlorophyll in the Black Sea.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sampling Site

Monitoring of nutrients concentration in the atmospheric precipitations has been
organized in Sevastopol (southwestern coast of Crimea) since 2003 (inorganic nitrogen)
and since 2010 (inorganic phosphorus and silicon) with some with a break. Continuous
observations have been carried out since 2015. The meteorological station “Sevastopol”,
where the samples have been collected, is located at the junction of the south and north
bays, on the Pavlovsky cape (Figure 1) since 1909.
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Figure 1. Sampling Site. Sevastopol, Crimea, Russia.

During this time, the situation around the station has not changed much in terms of
the construction of high-rise buildings, new tall trees, etc. The same sea, the same bay—all
the same, that is, almost perfect conditions, in an ideal location. The station works 24/7,
which allowed us to collect the first, most important, portions of atmospheric precipitation.
Samples of wet depositions were collected after each rain or snow event into a closed
(wet-only) sampler, which opened with the onset of precipitation and closed immediately
after it ended, and into a permanently open one, to assess the effect of dust on the nutrients
concentration in dry depositions. Precipitation samples were frozen after sampling if it was
not possible to analyze them immediately after sampling. Collected samples were analyzed
in the Marine Biogeochemistry Department, Federal State Budgetary Scientific Institution
Federal Research Center “Marine Hydrophysical Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences” (FSBSI FRC MHI). Only those samples were analyzed whose volume allowed for
chemical analysis.

2.2. Analytical Methods

In order to assess the input of nutrients with atmospheric precipitations, the collected
samples of wet atmospheric precipitations were analyzed for the content of inorganic
nitrogen, phosphates, and silicon at the Crimean coast of the Black Sea. Nitrates and
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nitrites were analyzed photometrically on a flowing system of AutoAnalyzer. Ammonium
was determined using a modified Sadgi–Solorzano method for seawater, which is based on
determining the indophenolic dye forming in an alkaline medium from phenol, ammonia,
and hypochlorite [31]. The method uses nitroprusside as a catalyst for the reaction, which
largely increases its sensitivity. The sensitivity of this method is 0.05 µM [32]. To determine
the nitrate–nitrite concentration, we used the method of reducing nitrates to nitrites with
copper-bonded cadmium. Minimum detectable nitrates are 0.36 µM with the method error
at ±0.20 µM [33]. The error in determining the inorganic phosphorus by the method based
on the formation of a blue phosphomolybdenum complex is ±2–15% (the maximum error
occurs when concentration is less than 0.2 µM) [33]. The silica acid was determined based
on the formation of a blue silicomolybdenum complex. The method error ranges from 3
to 20%, with the maximum error corresponding to concentration less than 0.36 µM [33].
Correction for salinity was applied [34] when determining the silica acid.

As a result, a concentration data array in the samples from each of the samplers was
obtained, cases of multi-fold excess of the nutrients content in the open sampler collected
precipitation over that in the wet-only sampler were identified.

2.3. Air Masses Trajectories Analyses

The 7-day back-trajectories were analyzed in order to identify dust transfer for the
dates with high nutrients concentrations. Some of these dates are analyzed in [30,35]. We
used the model of the international network AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) and
the HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model. The air
flow trajectory is a set of points in space, each of them is determined by the coordinates of
the Lagrangian particle at a moment in time. Trajectories of air movement can be forward
and reverse depending on the method of counting the time along the trajectory. A forward
trajectory shows the path that an air particle makes as it moves away from the start point.
A negative time step in the AERONET model is used to determine the back-trajectory,
i.e., the trajectory characterizes the path that the air particle moved before it reached the
monitoring point. Back-trajectories corresponding to the position of the air masses at 0
and 12 h GMT are generated twice a day. The reliability of the atmosphere dynamics
data confirmed by a number of papers in which the accuracy of model calculations of
forward and backward trajectories of air particles is estimated [36–40]. Such estimates are
performed based on comparing the simulation results with the real trajectories obtained as
a result of tracking the movement of special probes or markers. The markers can be various
impurities released during the experiment (inert gases) or entering the atmosphere as a
result of natural (pollen, volcanic ash) and man-made phenomena (radioactive substances),
as well as physical quantities (potential temperature, specific humidity, potential vortex),
which persist along the trajectories of the air movement [41].

The HYSPLIT model is a complete system for computing simple air parcel trajectories,
as well as complex transport, dispersion, chemical transformation, and deposition simula-
tions. HYSPLIT continues to be one of the most extensively used atmospheric transport
and dispersion models in the atmospheric sciences community. A common application is a
back trajectory analysis to determine the origin of air masses and establish source–receptor
relationships. HYSPLIT has also been used in a variety of simulations describing the atmo-
spheric transport, dispersion, and deposition of pollutants and hazardous materials. The
model calculation method is a hybrid between the Lagrangian approach, using a moving
frame of reference for the advection and diffusion calculations as the trajectories or air
parcels move from their initial location, and the Eulerian methodology, which uses a fixed
three-dimensional grid as a frame of reference to compute pollutant air concentrations (The
model name, no longer meant as an acronym, originally reflected this hybrid computational
approach). HYSPLIT has evolved over more than 30 years, from estimating simplified
single trajectories based on radiosonde observations to a system accounting for multiple
interacting pollutants transported, dispersed, and deposited over local to global scales
(http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php, accessed on 14 May 2021).

http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php
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2.4. The Distribution of Chlorophyll-A Concentration and Sea Surface Temperature in the
Black Sea

The next step was to analyze the distribution of chlorophyll-A concentration data in the
Black Sea. We considered the dates in different years and seasons during the study period
with the greatest difference in the nutrients concentrations in the open and closed samplers,
as well as for those precipitation samples in which the nutrients concentrations were much
higher than the volume-weighted mean (VWM) concentration. Concentration data of
chlorophyll-A in the Black Sea surface layer, as well as the sea surface layer temperature
data to exclude the influence of upwelling, were analyzed before and in few days after
these dates. aAll recorded cases of dust transport distribution of chlorophyll-A and sea
temperature were obtained using MODIS-Aqua satellite radiometric measurements, which
were taken from the online data system Giovanni (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni,
accessed on 14 May 2021). The temporal resolution is 8 days. To assess the influence of
atmospheric depositions on the change in the concentration of chlorophyll-a, cases when
the visibility of the atmosphere made it possible to obtain satellite data on the distribution
of the concentration of chlorophyll-a in the Black Sea were considered.

2.5. Redfield Ratio

To analyze the effect of precipitation on aquatic ecosystems, we can use the common
molar elemental ratio. In 1934, Redfield discovered that the ratio of carbon (C) to inorganic
nitrogen (N) to inorganic phosphorus (P) is a nearly constant 106:16:1 throughout the oceans.
In 1985, Brzezinski [42] improved this ratio, which is 16:1: 15 for marine ecosystems. One of
the properties of the Redfield ratio is that it allows an estimate to be calculated of the impact
of a process on one nutrient’s concentration from knowledge of the impact on another [43].
A second use of Redfield ratio—is for calculating the magnitudes of deviations from the
normally observed covariation of biogeochemical variables, which can be used to diagnose
some biogeochemical processes.

3. Results

In total, for the period 2010–2019, about 400 atmospheric precipitations samples were
collected and processed (Table 1).

Table 1. Some statistical characteristics of nutrients’ concentrations.

Nitrogen Phosphorus Silicon

Wet-Only
Sampler

Open
Sampler

Wet-Only
Sampler

Open
Sampler

Wet-Only
Sampler

Open
Sampler

Amount of
data 391 361 385 354 387 357

Max, µM 464.8 799.6 18.2 37.1 34.5 36.8

Min, µM 19.5 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

VWM, µM 75.6 90.5 0.4 1.3 0.9 2.0

St. deviation,
µM 68.4 97.2 1.7 3.5 3.1 5.1

The contribution of dry depositions to the nutrient’s content in atmospheric precipita-
tion over the study period was on average 33% for inorganic nitrogen, 281% for phosphates,
and 405% for silica acid. The maximum concentrations of inorganic phosphorus and silicon
in the open sampler over those in the wet-only one was 105 times.

The results of the analysis of the chemical composition of atmospheric precipitation
make it possible not only to assess the contribution of local sources of pollutant emis-
sions, but also the transfer of these pollutants with air masses. Air masses circulating
over the Black Sea and beyond bring into the atmosphere significant amounts of various

http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni
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mineral dust, the suspension of which contains soil particles from other regions, industrial
emissions, gases from mud volcanoes, etc.

The maximum concentration of silica acid in the entire period was observed on
14 September 2010. Analysis of the back trajectories according to the AERONET and
HYSPLIT data showed the presence of transport from the Sahara Desert on this day [35]
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Seven-day reverse trajectories of the air mass transfer on 14 September 2010 according to
the AERONET model.

Operational monitoring has demonstrated that atmospheric precipitation is one of the
main sources of inorganic nitrogen, phosphorus, and silicon on the surface of the Black
Sea. It results in more intensive primary production in regions where precipitations were
observed. An increase of chlorophyll-A concentration in the Black Sea surface layer after
precipitation is noticeable in the region where dust air masses pass (Figure 3a,b). The
rectangle shows the area of passage of dusty air masses with subsequent atmospheric
precipitation, in which a change in the concentration of chlorophyll-A is observed.

The numerical change in the concentration of chlorophyll-A in the sea surface layer
during the study period is shown in Figure 4. As we can see, the concentration of
chlorophyll-A increased after precipitations by ~36%.
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As seen in Figures 3 and 4, after precipitation on September 14, the concentration of
chlorophyll-A increased by 1.3 times. At the same time, the sea surface temperature in
the study area showed no decrease (Figure 5a,b), i.e., the involvement of the lower, colder,
and nutrient-rich sea water could not affect the chlorophyll-A concentration. These sea
surface temperature maps are based on observations by the MODIS sensors on NASA’s
Terra and Aqua satellites. The rectangle shows the area of passage of dust air masses
with subsequent atmospheric precipitation, in which a change in the concentration of
chlorophyll-A is observed.
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Figure 5. Change in the Black Sea surface temperature before (a) and after precipitation (b) 14 September 2010; ((a) time
period 6 September 2010–13 September 2010; (b) time period 14 September 2010–21 September 2010).

The concentration of phosphates in atmospheric precipitation on 13 May 2016 was
over 20 times higher than the annual value. The satellite image taken during this period
showed the transfer of the air mass containing a large amount of dust aerosol [41]. An
increase in the concentration of chlorophyll in several days after precipitations is seen in the
distribution maps of chlorophyll-A (Figure 6), which was not accompanied by a lowering
in water temperature (Figure 7). The rectangle shows the area of passage of dusty air
masses with subsequent atmospheric precipitation, in which a change in the concentration
of chlorophyll-A is observed.
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The graph in Figure 8 also shows the chlorophyll-A concentration in the surface layer
of the Black Sea before precipitation and a few days after. As we can see, the concentration
of the chlorophyll-A increased by ~11%.
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Figure 8. Graph of changes in the chlorophyll-A concentration in the Black Sea surface layer before and after precipitation
13 May 2016.

Within a few days, the concentration of chlorophyll-a decreases, reaching background
values due to removing of nutrients from the euphotic zone of this region.

Because of its inner locations and surrounding by six countries, the Black Sea could be
especially vulnerable to climate changes and anthropogenic influences. A characteristic
feature of the Black Sea—existing strong stratification of the water column in the summer.
Due to this stratification, the possibility of mixing between the bottom and surface layer
decreases which leads to limited quantity of nutrients in the surface layer of the Sea. This
restriction, in turn, results in decrease of the plankton community’s capability to grow.
Atmospheric precipitation and river runoff are the dominant sources of “new” primary
production in the Black Sea under conditions of stable stratification in the spring–autumn
period [44,45].

In addition to direct change in the nutrients concentration in the sea surface layer after
atmospheric precipitation, the Redfield ratio at this water area also changes. Considering
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that it is not possible to carry out a comparative analysis of the nutrients content in the sea
surface layer before and immediately after precipitation over the Black Sea, we carried out
a similar work for the surface layer of the Sevastopol Bay. The results of the studies have
shown that after precipitation, the value of the concentrations of nutrients in the surface
layer of the bay in many cases was much higher than the background concentration and
comparable to their concentration in areas subject to stormwater drainage and domestic
wastewater runoff. However, several days after precipitation, nitrogen concentration,
phosphorus, and silicon decreased linearly (Figure 9).
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layer of the Sevastopol Bay after atmospheric precipitation.

Moreover, the content ammonium nitrogen reached the background level significantly
faster than nitrates. This fact can be explained by the fact that that ammonium nitrogen is
more available for consumption for some phytoplankton species.

Table 2 shows the Redfield ratio calculated from the data on the background nutrients
concentration in different seasons in the Sevastopol Bay, and the maximum values of this
ratio calculated after atmospheric precipitation, deposited after dust transport.

Table 2. Redfield ratio in the surface layer of the Sevastopol Bay in 2019.

Season N:P Si:P N:P Si:P

Background after Deposition

Spring 129 62 326 90

Summer 59 38 134 119

Autumn 78 48 248 61

Winter 188 51 217 64

The influx of atmospheric precipitation containing significant amounts of nutrients
into the bay can largely shift the Redfield ratio. This shift may reach three times compared
with background value, especially during the stratification period. A shift in the ratio
towards one or another nutrient, in turn, can cause blooming of some phytoplankton
species and limit the development of others.

Some works have argued that changes in the molar ratio of nitrogen/phosphorus/silicon
in river runoff and atmospheric precipitation affect the biological and chemical properties of
the entire Black Sea [44,46,47]. In turn, a shift in the value of the ratio towards one or other
nutrients can cause blooming of some phytoplankton species and limit the development of
others. This can be especially significant for the open regions of the Black Sea, where the
contribution of coastal sources of nutrient input to the surface layer is insignificant.
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4. Discussion

The deserts of the Earth are huge sources of dust [48], the maximum influx of dust
occurs in winter and spring, and its compositions (including nutrients) vary between
seasons [49]. The presence and quantity of the main nutrients (inorganic nitrogen and
phosphorus, as well as silicon) along with the light intensity determines the growth and
development of various phytoplankton species in marine ecosystems. Many authors
have studied the influence of dust aerosols on the characteristics of marine ecosystems.
It is considered that in comparison with the input of nutrients from the bottom layers
nutrients-enriched, as well as in a result of water mixing, the atmospheric source of these
elements is not so significant [22]. At the same time, it is noted that the nutrient load
added as a result of atmospheric deposition at a certain time can be very important to
primary production [22,49–51]. However, most papers are dedicated to the influence of
dust aerosols on the Mediterranean Sea. The influence of the nutrients transfer contained
in the dust aerosol on the Black Sea surface layer remains insufficiently studied.

The aim of this work was to study the patterns and features of dust deposition of the
Sahara and Syria with high nutrients concentrations in the Black Sea region, as well as its
influence on the dynamics and distribution of the concentration of chlorophyll-A in the
surface layer of the Black Sea. In our work, we showed the change in the chlorophyll-A in
the surface layer of the Black Sea waters after precipitation containing high concentrations
of inorganic nitrogen, phosphorus, and silicon. At the same time, we excluded the influence
of upwelling on this change.

In total, for the period 2010–2019, it was collected and processed about 400 atmo-
spheric precipitations samples. We also collected and analyzed samples of seawater after
precipitations. In these samples, the concentration of inorganic nitrogen, phosphorus, and
silicon has been measured. Our results demonstrate that in some cases dust transport can
be one of the important source of nutrients (inorganic nitrogen, phosphorus, and silicon)
for the surface layer of the Black Sea. Under certain conditions, influx of nutrients via
atmospheric depositions can result in an increase of chlorophyll-A concentration in the
surface layer of the Black Sea (Figures 3 and 6). This increase is observed in a few days
after precipitations and its value depends on the concentration of nutrients in the atmo-
spheric depositions and underlying biogeochemical conditions in the water column [52]:
concentration of chlorophyll-A in the surface layer before dust storm and atmospheric
depositions, etc.

Our data are in agreement with some results obtained by other researchers for different
areas (Mediterranean Sea, Arctic region, etc.). For example, results [53] demonstrated
that a single deposition event is enough to induce changes in the microbial food web
up to zooplankton. Refs. [22,52] showed that atmospheric phosphorus can contribute
~1% of primary production in the NW Mediterranean. However, occasional events may
contribute about 30–50% of annual new production. Ref. [50] confirmed an increase
of chlorophyll-A concentration in the Mediterranean Sea in April 2015 by 59% a week
after precipitation. According to our data obtained during this research, concentration
of chlorophyll-A in the surface layer of the Black Sea can increase up to 11–36% after
atmospheric depositions (Figures 4 and 8). In spring or in conditions of stratification, this
could indicate that dust deposition would make the system more productive. In the next
few days after precipitations or dust storm, the concentration of chlorophyll-a decreases,
reaching background values.

Ref. [52] also considered the response of inorganic phosphorus concentration in the
surface water layer on the atmospheric impact. It is shown that depending on productivity,
different regions respond differently. In very unproductive regions such as the South Ionian
basin, very low impacts of deposition on phosphates concentrations (5–12% enhancement)
are observed. The fluxes of nutrients in these regions are probably consumed very fast
and do not yield a high concentration enhancement. Some areas respond more strongly to
P deposition—phosphates surface enhancement over 40% can be observed. Our results
indicate that after atmospheric depositions, concentration of phosphates in the surface
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layer of the Sevastopol Bay can increase more than five times compared with background
concentration. Increase of silicon concentration can reach 30%. Moreover, the influx of
atmospheric precipitation containing significant amounts of nutrients into the bay can shift
the Redfield ratio compared with background value up to three times.

5. Conclusions

The results of our study are as follows:

• Dust transport can be one of the important sources of nutrients (inorganic nitrogen,
phosphorus, and silicon) for the surface layer of the Black Sea. After atmospheric
depositions concentration of phosphates in the surface layer of the Sevastopol Bay can
increase more than five times compared with background concentration. Increase of
silicon concentration can reach 30%.

• The influx of nutrients with the atmospheric depositions can result in an increase of
chlorophyll-A concentration by 11–36%.

• The influx of atmospheric precipitation containing significant amounts of nutrients
into the bay can shift the Redfield ratio compared with the background value up to
three times.

For the Black Sea, such research is very restricted. Thus, we can assume the data
obtained during our work are the first evaluation characteristics for this region and these
data can be used as basic information to study the role of global sources of nutrients
deposition to the Black Sea.
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